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Give Me One More Chance Lyrics/Chords 
Writer: Bobby Noble 

Album: naked 
 

A few notes: 
This lyrics/chords chart is to give you a basic idea of the words and harmonic outline.  There's a lot going on in the studio 
recording that is not expressed below.  There are bass riffs, passing tones, different chord voicings, etc in this song that are 
great but aren't necessarily critical to your interpretation.   
Use the chart while listening to the song to get the complete picture. 
Because we are in Eb minor- B is actually a Cb to make room for the existence of Bb.  If you're confused by the Cb just 
imagine it's a B when playing :) 
The Verses have guitar/bass riff lines that support the vocals without producing full chords.  Still, the harmonic implications 
are clear-those are written as chord changes in this chart.  The chorus chords also work with the verse melodies.  There are 
many possibilities for you to choose from, or make your own thing :D :D  
 
If you're using this chart for my naked cover contest remember to spice it up with your own take on things (rhythm, 
harmony, melody, phrasing, etc)- there are no rules limiting your creativity :D <3  
 

Intro: 

                        Ebm                          CbMAJ7         Bbm7      Gb 

Give Me One More Chance, don't sacrifice romance 

                               Abm7 Bbm7  CbMAJ7         Abm7  Bbm7  Cb(add2)(add6) 

I'm aching for you love...It's like mana from above. 

 

Interlude: 

                                 Ebm  CbMAJ7   Bbm7  Gb   Ebm   CbMAJ7   Bb 

Verse1: 

        Ebm                                                          Bbm 

Another rebound this season, I know we've had it tough girl what's the reason 

                                                      Ebm 

The problem is, when it's good it's so good 

                             Bb7 

When it's bad, you turn your back to me. 

                      Ebm 

I get the feeling you'd give up at the drop of a hat 

                           Bb7 
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What we have is too damn good for that so 

Chorus 1: 

                        Ebm                         CbMAJ7         Bbm7      Gb 

Give Me One More Chance, don't sacrifice romance 

                        Ebm                     CbMAJ7            Bbm7             Gb 

Let Me share your bed, kiss the bottom of your neck. 

                               Abm7 Bbm7  CbMAJ7         Abm7  Bbm7  Cb(add2)(add6) 

I'm aching for you love...It's like mana from above. 

Interlude 2: 

                                 Ebm  CbMAJ7   Bbm7  Gb   Ebm   CbMAJ7   Bb 

Verse 2: 

Ebm                                                                          Bbm 

Half time rings and you're leaving, you throw me around girl can't stop the bleedin 

                                                     Ebm 

the problem is when it's good it's so good 

                               Bb7 

When it's bad you turn your back 

               Ebm7                    CbMAJ7                                                    Bbm7 

Well the day is gonna come when you leave me and you run and I'm gonna move 

                                                          Gb 

 on unless you and I 

                 Ebm7                CbMAJ7                         Bb7(sus4)                  Bb7 

Get it together straight away, unless we hear each other say... 

Bridge: 

           E(add2)(add6)                        Ebm          DMAJ9                             DbMAJ9 

I can see you want it babe, just believe, I can be your fantasy if you let me 
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       E(add2)(add6)                           Ebm     DMAJ9                                   DbMAJ9 

No I never make promises I don't keep, It's long past time you get it in with me 

Dont do my like that just 

 

Weird Half Chorus thing...: 

                                                                        Bbm7 Bbm7/Ab  Gb 

Give Me One More Chance don't sacrifice romance 

                 Bbm7                 CbMAJ7            Bb7 

Let Me Share your Bed Kiss the Bottom of Your Neck Babe... 

 

Another Weird Shout Chorusy Thing: 

                                Ebm                  CbMAJ7 

Give Me One, Give me One More Chance 

                    Bbm7                        Gb   

Give Me One, Give Me One More Chance,  

                      Ebm                        CbMAJ7                    Bb7 

Give Me One, Give Me One More Chance...:|| 

 

Outro: 

                        Ebm                          CbMAJ7         Bbm7      Gb 

Give Me One More Chance, don't sacrifice romance 

                               Abm7 Bbm7  CbMAJ7         Abm7  Bbm7  Cb(add2)(add6) 

I'm aching for you love...It's like mana from above. 


